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Bob Ross and Chill? : Hello friends! Vreal now supports Tilt Brush. After you're done hanging out with all the happy little trees,
we've got lots for you to look forward to! In the next update, everyone(!!!) will be able to make VR content with our app for
certain titles (including Tilt Brush). Were aiming to add another game you can watch, too. While youre waiting to make VR
recordings with our app, try pulling out a camera inside a Tilt Brush recording and take a selfie! :D Please continue to let us
know what games you want to see; were reading every comment and are evaluating new VR titles to add to the platform.
Likewise, if you have suggestions for the app, leave a comment here or head over to . See below for the latest updates and
known issues. If you have questions about how Vreal mods Tilt Brush, visit our FAQ on this page. [vreality.atlassian.net]
Updates: Tilt Brush is now supported! Everyone can watch Tilt Brush recordings. All approved content creators can record Tilt
Brush recordings if you have Tilt Brush installed through Steam. If you want to try using 2D cameras inside a Tilt Brush
recording, pull up the menu and select Selfie cam. Press the button to flip the camera around and take a selfie. Photos are saved
in your pictures library on your desktop. Fixed a bug where you couldnt hear someone in your party the larger your party got.
Now you can solidly hear five people in a party together. HOORAY! Known Issues: While in Early Access, Vreal is not yet
optimized for disk usage or bandwidth consumption. If you are bandwidth or disk space challenged, you may wish to wait for
our 1.0 release. Performance sometimes drops while watching a Tilt Brush recording on machines that run near the minimum
spec recommended for VR. Some brushes don't display their glow and particle effects properly when displayed through a
camera. Our most up-to-date list of known issues can be found on our user wiki. [vreality.atlassian.net] As always, we
recommend joining our Discord [discord.gg] to party up with friends.. Introducing Likes and Dislikes : Hello there! Weve
implemented a new feature for you today! You can now like (YAY!) or dislike (BOO!) recordings in Vreal. Right now, were
showing a single aggregate number of both likes and dislikes for each recording. Youll also notice that we removed the pre-
loading screen. Now you can get to watching content faster than ever. HUZZAH! An updated list of known issues can be found
on our user wiki, here [vreality.atlassian.net] . We'd love to know what you think of the latest updates. Drop us a comment or
join our Discord [discord.gg] .. Now supporting Totally Accurate Battle Simulator (TABS); our first non-VR game! : Are you
TOTALLY prepared for the news we have to share? Would it be ACCURATE to say youre sick of all the puns we are always
sharing? Well, we hope youre ready for BATTLE because we cant stop wont stop. It may seem like were just pun robots, but we
promise this isnt a SIMULATOR. Okay okay, enough of that. Big news today! Vreal has added our first ever non-VR game:
Totally Accurate Battle Simulator (TABS) from developers Landfall. TABS is currently in Early Access on Steam. This game is
incredibly fun to play, from the campaigns to the units to the maps, its full of character that is unforgettable. Before you alt-tab
away, theres a couple things you should know. TABS content is only available to watch in desktop mode, as its not a VR game.
Updates: Support for our first non-VR title, Totally Accurate Battle Simulator, is now live! You can now switch between VR
and Desktop mode without ever closing the Vreal app. We now highlight popular content, based on when it was posted, views
and hearts the content has received. Popular content is displayed with a fire icon. If you have any questions, or if you want to
suggest a new feature, head over to . Known Issues: When watching in a party, all members will be forced to watch in 2D Only
single-level commenting is currently supported (nested replies and deletion are coming in the future) Were still adjusting the
popular content algorithm, so you may see that changing a bit in the next couple weeks. An updated list of known issues can be
found on our user wiki, here [vreality.atlassian.net] .. Now supporting Eleven: Table Tennis : Greetings! Its a sunny Wednesday
afternoon, and youve just played a terrible an amazing table tennis match in VR. It was such a disaster great match that you want
to watch it over and over again. How are we gonna do that? Wellll step right up! Vreal just added support for Eleven: Table
Tennis . You can now challenge your friends in what is dubbed as the ultimate table tennis simulator game and then taunt your
friends relive the match in all its glory. Weve also updated the likes and dislikes icons, and numbers are calculated and displayed
separately. You might also notice that the featured content carousel got a visual overhaul. If you have any questions, or if you
want to suggest a new feature, head over to . If youre looking for a rad group of VR enthusiasts and content creators, join our
Discord [discord.gg] . In the meantime, the latest known issues can be found on our user wiki, here [vreality.atlassian.net] ..
Now Supporting Mosh Pit Simulator : Howdy folks! Weve added a new VR game for you! Since Mosh Pit Simulator launched
in late January, we got a lot of requests to add this beautifully bizarre and weirdly wonderful VR game to Vreal. We cant wait to
see what you do with this one! You'll need to own Mosh Pit Simulator on Steam, then mod it in Vreal in order to make content.
Comment below if you've made a recording and we'll check it out! :D Additional updates & bug fixes: The bangles signifying
party member status (leader or otherwise) are now rendering at the expected size. In desktop mode, the recording button was
briefly interactable after initially launching the app. Weve fixed this since recording content is only available in VR mode. Lots
of behind the scenes architecture updates that will eventually allow us to turn around updates much faster. An updated list of
known issues can be found on our user wiki, here [vreality.atlassian.net] . We appreciate your support! If you have any
questions, or if you want to suggest a new game for us, or if you have an excellent feature idea, head over to . If youre looking
for a rad group of VR enthusiasts and content creators, join our Discord [discord.gg] .
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